
SECTION 22

The Greek Alphabet

Leslie Threatte

The Greek alphabet is currently employed to write all extant Greek texts produced in

the more than 2700 years in which it has been in continuous use; it serves also for all

purposes, literary and nonliterary, of writing in the modern world, since Greek is the

national language of Greece and is spoken by more than ten million people. In the Ar-

chaic Period (ca. 750-480 b.c.e.), when Greek alphabetic writing first appears, there

is considerable dialectal differentiation, also well documented in the classical (480-

323) and earlier Hellenistic (323-31) periods. But from ca. 350 b.c.e. a common di-

alect, or Koine (from KOivf| SiakeKToq koine didlektos 'common dialect'), began to

evolve, and it developed rapidly in the Hellenistic period, when the old dialects did

not survive well in the new Greek cities outside Greece. The Koine developed from

the Attic dialect, a result of Athens's cultural dominance in the fifth and fourth centu-

ries, but with significant infusions from other dialects, chiefly Ionic. Except in litera-

ture and in cases of artificial archaization, the old dialects had largely been replaced

by the Koine by the mid-Roman period (200 c.e.). Medieval and modern Greek de-

veloped from the Koine; and while there is dialectal differentiation today (see New-
ton 1972: 13-15), no modern Greek dialect evolved from an ancient one, except for

Tsakonian, by now probably extinct but once spoken by a small isolated population

in eastern Laconia and certainly descended from ancient Laconian.

The Greek script was a true alphabet from the beginning, and the names and order

of the letters were taken from Phoenician (section 21 ). Some of the earliest texts are

written from right to left or boustrophedon, but left-to-right writing has been standard

since ca. 500 b.c.e. (see Jeffery 1990: 43-50, 429; Threatte 1980: 52-57). In the first

few centuries of writing, the scripts of the various Greek cities differ; this is the reason

for the differences between the Roman and Greek alphabets, as the former is derived

from a different Greek script from the one which became standard in Greece. These

local or epichoric scripts (see Jeffery 1990) fall into larger groups (table 22.1),

sometimes still designated as green (lacking the letters S, O, X, and *F); blue, the type

ancestral to the Greek alphabet of today; or red, the type ancestral to the Latin alpha-

bet (the colors are from the map at the end of Kirchhoff 1887). The epichoric scripts

had been replaced by the eastern Ionic alphabet nearly everywhere by the early fourth

century: Athens officially abandoned its own local script in 403 b.c.e. Despite a cer-

tain conservatism—e.g., most capital letters in use today are virtually identical to

those in use in the fourth century b.c.e.—writing practices have evolved greatly since
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table 22.1: Principal Groupings of Greek Epichoric Alphabets
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table 22.2: Developments in Greek Writing

Ca. 740 b.c.e. Earliest example of Greek alphabetic writing (see Jeffery 1990: 426)

Ca. 450-350 Ionic alphabet replaces epichoric scripts in most Greek cities

By 350 Most letters in use approximate in appearance the modern capital letters

By ca. 200 b.c.e. Diacritical marks for accents and breathings probably invented

By ca. 400 c.e. Standard book hand is formal rounded majuscule known as uncial

835 c.e. Date of the Uspensky Gospels (see Barbour 198 1: 4, no. 13), earliest preserved

example of the Byzantine minuscule script into which all ancient materials

were eventually recopied: systematic use of accent marks and breathings

(creating impression of word division and lessening need for it), some

punctuation, development of minuscule letters

13th century Iota subscript appears

1470s First Greek books printed in Italy, some ligatures still employed

1 8th century Abandonment of ligatures, word division systematically employed

1982 Presidential decree adopts the monotonic system, in widespread use since 1976:

breathings and circumflex accent abandoned for printing most modern Greek

table 22.4); the velar nasal [rj] has no separate symbol and is written y g; a s was

pronounced [z] before voiced stops and [m]; there was often no symbol for [h].

The symbols

All the symbols and their pronunciation in classical Attic and modern Greek are given

in table 22.3. There were five short and seven long vowels (with a a, 1 1, and v u

representing both long and short vowels). The more open r| e and co o were usually

inherited from the parent language Indo-European, while the close 81 ei and o\> ou

were of two, originally distinct, origins: (a) monophthongized diphthongs, e.g. rijii

eimi [e:mi] T go' (IE *eimi), Po\)<; boils [bu:s] 'cow' (IE *gw
ous), etc.; (b) various

vowel contractions and compensatory lengthenings, e.g. yzvovq genous [genuis] 'of

the clan' from tev£0<; geneos [geneos]; eiq eis [e:s] 'into' from evq ens [ens], xovq

torn [tu:s] 'the' (acc.pl.masc.) from xovq tons [tons], etc. In Attica and many other

parts of Greece, £i ei and ov ou were originally employed only for (a), while the

sounds of (b) were written e e and o o. The current practice was gradually introduced

ca. 450-325 b.c.e. (see Threatte 1980: 172, 238). For the remaining diphthongs see

table 22.4. Because [a:j], [e:j], and [o:j] were early monophthongized to [a:], [ei],

and [oi], the iota in oci T|i coi was frequently omitted in antiquity, as it normally is in

the earlier Byzantine manuscripts. The practice of writing this iota as a subscript be-

neath the vowel, a rj co, first appears in the thirteenth century and has become usual

for most ancient Greek. Iota subscript cannot occur with capital letters, when it must

be written on the line (called adscript), e.g. Ai Ai, Hi Ei, Ol Oi, and diacritical marks

cannot occur over this iota adscript, thus co hoi, Ht) Eu, but^Oi Oi.
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table 22.3: The Greek Alphabet

Letter



In modern Greek it is especially in the spelling of the vowels that the alphabet is

not phonetic: the five modern Greek (isochronic) vowels and their possible spellings

are: [a] a a; [e] 8 e, at ai\ [i] i /, ei ei, x\ e, 01 oi, v u, m ui; [o] o o, co o; [u] ov ou.

In the diphthongs ax> au and ei) eu, the second element has been desyllabified, be-

coming [f] before the six voiceless stops and [v] elsewhere, ocwo auto [afto] 'it',

Kporoya^e kraugaze ['kravyaze] 'he shouted'. Numerous new diphthongs have aris-

en in the modern language, e.g. novdex pondei [po'naj] 'he is in pain', 061 soi ['soj]

'lineage', etc. Although diphthongal pronunciations are certainly normal in all but the

most deliberate speech, such spellings are not considered to be diphthongs by Greeks,

who adhere to the ancient terminology, e.g. Greek children are told that rcovdei

pondei has three syllables (and ei ei [i] is taught as a "diphthong"!), although no one

says [po.'na.i] rather than [po.'naj].

Ancient Greek had nine stops (modern scholars usually pronounce <|> 9 % as fri-

catives [f 9 x] rather than true aspirates [p
h

t
h kh

]) and three nasals ([rj] only before

[k], [ks], [k
h

], [g], and perhaps [m]; without its own symbol and normally written y

g). Of the remaining consonants, only p r and £ z require comment: initial p r always

has the rough breathing (p rh) and was probably voiceless (from original *sr- or

* wr-), and the original [zd] pronunciation of £ z had become [zz] or [z] by ca. 350

b.c.e. (see Threatte 1980: 25, 546-47). The laryngeal phoneme /h/ existed in initial

position, but it is best treated with the diacritical marks. Attic had no phoneme /w/,

but the letter f w, called digamma, continued to be used for [w] in dialects which pre-

served it and survived as a numeral.

Before the end of antiquity 0, (3, 0, 8, %, and y acquired their current fricative pro-

nunciations [f v 5 x y]. The remaining consonants have stayed the same, except that

initial p r is now voiced and always written without the rough breathing, and after a

nasal 71, x, k are voiced and p, 8, y do not become fricatives, e.g. evxojLio entomo ['en-

domo] 'insect' ; crcov 7tocX£poc jhod ston patera mou [ston ba'tera mu] 'to my father'

;

dvxpoo; dntras ['andras] 'man' (from ancient Greek dvSpoc). With syncope of an ini-

tial vowel, a new series of voiced stops [b], [d], and [g] was created in word-initial

position written |LL7C mp, vx nt, yic gk, e.g. |W7tCG mpo ['bo] T enter', vxpOTirj ntrope

[dro'pi] 'shame', etc. These are also used for [b], [d], and [g] in foreign borrowings,

e.g. |X7t8T|(; mpees ['bejs] 'bey', Mtcovt Mpont ['bond] 'Bond', vxipdvi ntibdni

[di'vani] 'divan', yicexo gketo ['geto] 'ghetto'. No ancient Greek dialect had /j/ or any

rising diphthongs of the [ja] type, but [j] is frequent in modern Greek: y = [j] before

[i] and [e], and initial [j] before [a], [o], [u] is written yi gi, yei gei, or 1 /, e.g. yid gid

['ja] 'for', yield geid ['ja] 'salut!' (shortened from Dyeta ugeia [i'jia] 'health'), ytoc,

gios ['jos] 'son' (from ancient Greek moq), laxpdq iatros [ja'tros] 'doctor'. After

consonant and before vowel, [j] has various spellings of [i], e.g. noSxdpodia [po'5ja]

'apron', noxoqpoios f'pjos] 'who'. In modern borrowings, [w] is rendered ov'ou, e.g.

OudoiyKXOV Oudsigkton ['wasirjkton] 'Washington'; [ts] or [tf] is rendered xo ts [ts],

e.g. xo£^£7rrj(; tselepes [tsele'pis] 'kind', nxdxoapidtsa ['pjatsa] 'piazza'; [<%] is ren-

dered x£ tz, pronounced either [dz] or [c^], e.g. T^eijic; Tzei'ms ['dzejms] or ['<%ejms]



table 22.4: Diphthongs, Monophthongized Diphthongs, Long Vowels ofLater Origin

Letters



tinues to describe the accent in terms of pitch, although stress predominates in the ac-

cent of the modern language, and the process of change from a pitch to a stress accent

had probably begun before the end of the Hellenistic period. The workings of the

pitch accent are poorly understood today, but the acute accent (') clearly denoted a

high pitch, the circumflexO a high and a fall within a single syllable (hence it could

not occur over a short vowel), and the grave (

x

) either a falling or a level pitch. The
acute and circumflex functioned as word accents and were an integral part of each

word, but the grave seems to have been associated with unaccented syllables, not nec-

essarily final ones. The system of the Byzantines, followed today, restricts the use of

the grave accent to replacing an acute on the final syllable of a word when an accented

word follows, when presumably there was no high pitch because of the flow of

speech, e.g. kocA,6<; kalos [kalos] 'beautiful' in isolation, but kccA,6<; dvfjp kalos aner

[kalos aneir] 'beautiful man'. Accent marks are not always indicated in translitera-

tions; and when pronouncing ancient Greek, most modern scholars pronounce the

acute and circumflex as a stress accent and ignore the grave.

Until the late 1970s the acute and circumflex accents and breathings were always

used when printing modern Greek—although almost two millennia had passed since

initial [h] ceased to be sounded, and the pitch distinctions between the acute and cir-

cumflex accents were replaced with a uniform stress accent. Recently this artificiality

has been largely given up for something called the jiovotoviko <5\)<5V(\\\,a monoton-

iko sustema 'the monotonic system', which simply places an acute accent on any syl-

lable actually stressed. Widespread in printing since 1976, it was officially adopted

by presidential decree in April 1982. The first few words of the sample of Modern

Greek below were printed thus in an edition of 1974 according to the older system

(still preferred by some writers): Tcopa 7to\) £%oi)V 7r£6dvei oA,eq oi ypieq,

yiayidSec; koci TtapayiayidSec;, xcopa ppfjicav . .

.

A mark called the coronis was used by the ancients to indicate crasis, the co-

alescing of two vowels into one over a word boundary. In modern printing it is usually

identical to the smooth breathing and not indicated in transliteration, e.g. kolk kak

[ka:k] from Koti £K kai ek, £y(p5a egoida [egoijda] from feyd) 0180c ego oida, %oi khoi

[k
h
oj] from koc\ 01 kai hoi, etc. The coronis is omitted when the first of the two co-

alescing words has a rough breathing, e.g. ow houn [hum] from 6 ev ho en. The di-

aeresis or trema (") occurs over 1 / and v u to show that they begin a new syllable, e.g.

ancient Greek eAxxwco elauno [e.law.no] 'I drive', but npativco pratino [prai.y.no:]

T soothe'; modern Greek Koroydq kaugds [kav'yas] 'quarrel', but koo)|i6<; kaiimos

[kaj'mos] 'grief.

The breathings (and coronis) go underneath the circumflex accent (% r\) and to

the left of the acute and grave accents (ff, ff , f], f|); all diacritical marks go above the

diaeresis (7rpott)vco), to the left of single capital letters ('A, "E, "H, 1ft), and over the

second element of diphthongs (od, ei), Et), Ht>)—with one exception: when the initial

letter of a diphthong containing iota subscript is a capital, it forces the writing of the

iota as adscript, and the diacritial marks must go to the left of the initial capital, not
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over the iota adscript, e.g. "Ai8r|(; haides [ha:jde:s] 'Hades'. Text entirely in capitals

never contains any diacritical marks in either ancient or modern Greek, e.g.

ETENETO egeneto [egeneto] 'it became'.

In printing ancient and modern Greek, the period (.), comma (,), semi-colon (•),

question mark (;), quotation marks (form varies according to country of printing), and

apostrophe (' for indicating elision) are used. Modern Greek also employs exclama-

tion points (!). In printing ancient Greek, change of speaker can be indicated by a dash

(—); capital letters are sparingly used, for proper nouns and at the beginnings of para-

graphs or quotations, but not at the beginning of each sentence. Modern Greek em-

ploys capital letters and punctuation in a manner comparable to other modern

European languages.

Numerals

Two numeral systems were used in ancient Greece (see Smyth 1963: 104.348A;

Threatte 1980: 1 ioff.): the acrophonic, with I for the unit and the first letter of the nu-

meral name for others, e.g. II = 5 (KEVTepente 'five'), A = 10 (88K0C deka 'ten'), in-

cluding combinatory symbols, e.g. po = 50 (from n = 5 + A = 10); and the still

occasionally used alphabetic ("Milesian"), which assigns a numerical value for units,

tens, and hundreds to each letter of the alphabet (augmented by the three disused let-

ters f, 9, and A to get the necessary 27) as in table 22.5. The order was usually

higher to lower and the numeral set off by an acute accent, pid)' = 129; thousands are

denoted by a subscript acute before, fioXa = 2231. The Arabic numeral system as

employed in Western Europe is practically universal in Greece today; alphabetic nu-

merals occur occasionally in learned publications (for pagination, plate numbers,

etc.).

TABLE 22
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1. Greek: To6pa

2. Transliteration: Tora

3. Transcription: 'tora

4. Gloss: now

Sample of Modern Greek

kox) 8XO\)v 7ce6dvei 67&q

poii ekhoun pethanei oles

pu 'e%-un pe'9an-i 'ol-es

that have-PRES.3.PL die.PAST-PART.ACT all-NOM.PL

/. 01 ypi&q, yiayidSeq Kai TtapayiaYidSeq,

2. oi gries, giagiades kai paragiagiades,

3. i yri-'es ja'ja5-es ke para-ja'ja5-es

4. the-NOM.PL old woman-NOM.PL grandma-NOM.PL and over-grandma-NOM.PL

1. xcopa PpfJKav

2. tora brekan

3. 'tora 'vrik-an

voc ^8(|)\)Tpc6ao\)v

na ksephutrosoun

na ksefi'tros-un

|ieaa |jx>d

mesa mou
'mesa m-u

eva

ena

'en-a

4. now find-AOR.3.PL to sprout up-aor.subj.3.pl inside I-gen.sg a-ACC.SG

/. ooopo arcopiec;

2. soro apories

3. so'r-o apo'ri-es

4. heap-ACC.SG perplexities-acc.pl

£a9i8<; yia

-feathies gia

va'Gj-es ja

deep-acc.pl for

7ipoaco7ia

prosopa

'prosop-a

person-acc.pl

Kai

kai

ke

and

/. TtpdYinaTa ndkid Kai yia 7idvxa a(3r|a|LL8va.

2. pragmata palia kai gia panta sbesmena.

3. 'praymat-a pa'lj-a ke ja 'panda zviz-'men-a

4. thing-ACC.PL old-ACC.PL and for always extinguish-PAST.PART.PASS-ACC.PL

I.
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